Praise for
Seven Perfect Days in Colorado
Chicago Tribune, Sunday Travel Section
“This book contains something that many a big-name travel guide
does not: the authors’ first-hand experiences, cover-to-cover, of the places
being written about. In their folksy style, they describe a guided driving tour
through the state, much as your favorite aunt and uncle would: retelling
interesting bits of history, advising you where to take a break and sharing
their personal favorites.”
Daily Herald, Chicagoland’s largest suburban newspaper
“This is a great book if you are visiting Colorado for the first time and
wonder how you’re going to see the best parts of a huge state in a reasonable
time.
“The authors take the traveler by the hand and tell you where to find
camping areas and which museums are worth visiting.
“The reader could take any one of the areas or days outlined and do it
as a day trip. This slim volume will help with the pre-trip planning, then will
fit in our glove compartment and come in handy on the road.”
Midwest Book Review
“Informed and informative, thoroughly ‘user friendly,’ and highly
recommended…From admiring the beauty and ecosystems of the Rockies,
to visiting a real ghost town, to visiting the museums of Denver, Seven
Perfect Days in Colorado provides the invaluable and time-saving blueprint
for a vacation excursion that will be as fun as it is educational!”
Travelers Jeff and Terry Kaul, Arlington Heights, IL
“From the first breathtaking view of the Rocky Mountains to the
sunset stroll through the Garden of the Gods, our seven perfect days in
Colorado were perfectly delightful. Whether you prefer leisurely strolls in
museums or exploring the mountainside, this book gives you plenty of
options.
“As we traveled along the suggested route, it was obvious that the
Ginnodos had carefully studied every detail. Their guided tour without a
timetable helped us avoid crowds, learn about Colorado history, enjoy
nature, and choose our own pace.

“This book accompanied our every move, acting as a reference and
guide. It made a significant difference in how much we experienced and how
deeply we experienced it. Don’t leave for Colorado without it!”
Eric Dondero, Author, Worldwide Phrase Book
I prefer world travel. But if and when I get back to Colorado, I want
this book with me. Jam-packed with touring information for one of
America’s most scenic states. The Ginnodos take you on a 7-day tour,
suggesting exciting activities and providing maps and comments about
Colorado touring. This book is highly recommended for the America-treking
RV crowd.
Commuter Week, Palisades Park, NJ
“This neat little guidebook contains everything travelers will need to
fully enjoy a week in Colorado: a carefully-crafted itinerary, maps to show
the way, a variety of activities which sample the best of Colorado, as well as
recommended accommodations and restaurants, Colorado facts, historical
events and resources, helpful books, high-altitude health tips, and what to do
if you have kids along.
“The authors guide readers through a nifty circular tour, which begins
in Denver, makes a circle through the mountains and ends in Colorado
Springs. Along the way, readers will enjoy scenic drives, interesting
museums, historic buildings, standing on top of a mountain, going deep into
a gold mine, riding a narrow-gauge railroad, hiking part of the Colorado
Trail, exploring a ghost town, driving across the Royal Gorge Bridge, a
chuck wagon dinner and Western show, strolling around an alpine lake and
through the Garden of the gods, watching a Victorian melodrama, and
learning about mining, wildlife, trees, fossils, Colorado history and
mountain ecosystems.
“The authors share plenty of options on where to go, what to do, and
where to eat and sleep—including shorter tours if readers don’t have seven
days.”

